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The anisotropy of iron-atomic vibrations in hematite and ilmenite single crystals is investigated. Absolute 
values off =f(T) are calculated and it is found that f1 ~/f j.c >I for both crystals (C is the threefold 
symmetry axis), the vibration anisotropy decreasing when the temperature increases from 80 to 700'K. 

THE study of the local dynamics of atom vibrations in 
crystals is of great interest for comparison with the 
dispersion relations of the frequencies and oscillations, 
and hence for a refinement of the real phonon spectrum 
of a solid. One of the highly interesting characteristics 
of atom vibrations is the anisotropy of their amplitudes 
with respect to different directions in the crystal. Such 
an anisotropy of the atom vibrations appears, as is 
well known, in the scattering of electrons, neutrons, 
and x-rays in crystals. We have investigated the aniso
tropy of atom vibrations with the aid of y-resonance 
spectroscopy, and determined the probability of the 
Mossbauer effect at different angles of the crystal 
relative to the y-quantum beam. 

The objects of the investigation were single crystals 
of natural hematite aFe203 and ilmenite FeTi03, with 
area of several square centimeters. The single
crystal specimens were provided by the mineralogical 
museum of the USSR Academy of Sciences. As is well 
known, hematite has a rhombohedral lattice of the 
corundum type (Fig. 1) and has a magnetic ordering 
with a Neel temperature TN ~ 950°K. Ilmenite also 
has a corundum structure, but some of the Fe3+ ions 
are replaced by Ti4+ ions, and the remaining iron ions 
are already in the divalent state. Ilmenite has TN 
~ 60°K. Thus, it is of interest to investigate these two 
substances, which have very similar crystal properties 
and axial symmetry, from the point of a comparison of 
their local vibration dynamics. The specimens were 
made by cutting the crystals at the required angles, 
after which the crystals were glued to beryllium 
plates and ground to a thickness 100-150 11. The Laue 
patterns were used to determine the direction of the 
C axis. This resulted in hematite with a C axis in
clined 45 o to the substrate plate and ilmenite with a C 
axis inclined 90° to the substrate plate. An analysis of 
the Laue pattern has also shown that the two single 
crystals are of good quality, with mosaic disorienta
tion not worse than 2-3 o. 

The investigations were made with a y-resonance 
spectrometer wi.th a Co 57 source in Cr, the sample 
temperature varied from 90 to 700°K by means of 
cryostats and an. oven. In both the cryostat and the 
oven, the crystal could be oriented at any desired 
angle a between the C axis and the direction of the 
y quanta. The hematite was investigated at two angles 
a, equal to 0 and 90°, and the ilmenite at a equal to 
0 and 45°. Figures 2 and 3 show, by way of an exam-
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ple, the spectra of aFe203 and FeTi03 measured at 
room temperature. The deviation of the observed ratio 
of the intensities of the components of the quadrupole 
splitting of the ilmenite spectrum, A = I1r /Icr = 1.5, 
from the theoretically expected value is apparently due 
to the finite thickness of the crystalPl, to the poor 
resolution of the doublet, and also to the line broaden
ing by the relaxation effectsr2l. In the case of hematite 
at the angle a = 0, the obtained ratio of the six lines of 
the magnetic hyperfine structure agrees qualitatively 
with this ratio for an infinitesimally thin specimen, for 
in this case the magnetic field is perpendicular to the 

FIG. I. Structure of hematite. e~Fe, 0~0. 
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FIG. 2. -yresonance spectra of hematite at T = 300°K for angles a= 
0° (upper curve) and a= 90° (lower curve). 
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FIG. 3. 'Y-resonance spectra of ilmenite at T = 300°K for angles a= 
0 equal to 0 (upper curve) and 45° (lower curve). 

C axis at temperatures above the Morin point TM 
~ 253 °K. At a = 90°, the spectra obtained in our ex
periments did not contain lines characterizing the 
nuclear transitions ?'2 - }'2, since the magnetic field 
direction, perpendicular to the C axis, was nonethe
less parallel to the y-quantum beam. We note that it 
would therefore have been most convenient to perform 
the measurements at T < TM, in which case the mag
netic field direction would have coincided with the C 
axis. Unfortunately, the Morin transition was not ob
served in the crystal studied by us. It should be noted 
however, that when the single crystal is broken up to 
form a polycrystalline specimen, the Morin transition 
begins to be observable and revealed by the change of 
the ratios of the hfs lines 1, 2, 5, 6. The reasons for 
the absence of a Morin transition in the single crystal 
are not clear. 

The probability of the Mossbauer effect was deter
mined by calculating the total area under the spec
trumr1l, taking the polarization of the y quanta into 
account. In the case of a magnetic hyperfine splitting 
of the % and }'2 of the Fe57 there is no analogous 
formula to take into account the polarization of y rays 
with different y-quantum transitions. The necessary 
theoretical expression that takes polarization into ac
count can be obtained by using the general expression 
for the cross section for the absorption of y quanta by 
Fe 57 for the magnetic dipole transition % - ?'2: 

~ ( '/1 1/, 1 } I (n, T.(H, k)) I' 
a(x,,H,k,n)=Aa, ,t..J, -m. m,-i. 1 +x,'(B) 

memgJ. 

(1) 

In formula (1),"" 

T•=±•(H,k)= ± [B,k]=Ft[B[B,k]] 
l'2 k sin a 

A = ± 1 is the index of the polarization, Xi ( i is the set 
of indices me, mg, and A) is the energy difference be
tween the resonant level and the y quantum, H and k 
are the directions of the crystal quantization axis and 
of the y quantum, 11 is the y-quantum polarization, and 
a0 the y-quantum absorption cross section at reso
nance. Normalization yields A= 3 for the %- ?'2 
transition. According to (1), a beam of initially un
polarized y quanta breaks up into two with polariza
tions parallel and perpendicular to the chosen direction. 

For y quanta polarized parallel to the direction of 
the magnetic field we have 

=~( 3 + 3 + 1 +--1-. --) 
8 1+~,.1, 1+~,1,_,1, 1+~.-'f, 1+x_.,,,1, • 

For y quanta polarized perpendicular to the magnetic 
field direction we have 

a0 •a ( 3 + 3 + 1 a (x, B, k, n .Ll = -8 cos • 1 + x• 1 + x• 
1 + X•t• Va -'/• -'I• 1/ 1 -'/• 

1 ) a0 • •e ( 2 + 2 ) + • + T Sill 1 + 2 1 + • . 1 + x_,,, 'I• x,lo'/, x -'I• -'I• 

Here 0 is the angle between the direction of the r 
quanta and the magnetic field H in the crystal. 

Taking into account the separation of the lines and 
the symmetry of the intensities, we can take the cross 
section only for the lines % - }'2, ?'2- Y2, and 
-?'2 - 7'2, and then double the result to obtain the total 
area: 

a(x,B,k,nn)= 3/sa0 i+tx• ., .. ,. 
+1 1 

/sao 1 + x• 
'/•-'I• 

a (x, H, k, n.L) = 3/ 8a0 cos• a 1 +1x• ., .. ,. 
1 • a 1 + /8a0 cos ...,.1-+,..--,x•:---

11•-'l• 

1/ . • a 1 + aC!oSln ""'1:-+..,.--x""'•-
'l•'l• 

As a result, the total area under the spectrum takes 
the form 

S = 'f,antr LK(c,). (2) 
I 

Here a is the fraction of the resonant y quanta in the 
amplitude spectrum past the absorber, f is the proba
bility of the Moss bauer effect in the source, r is the 
line width, 

K(c) =ce-•i•{I,(c/2) +I,(c/2)]; 

and 10 and 11 are Bessel functions of imaginary argu
ment. The summation over i in (2) is summation over 
me, mg and the polarization state A, so that i = 1 cor
responds to % Y211, i = 2 to ?'2- ?'211, i = 3 to% Y21, 
i = 4 to Y2 Y21, i = 5 to Y2- Y21· 

Furthermore, 

c, = 3 I sO' on, C2 = 1 I aO'on, cj = 3 I aO'un COS2 e, c, = 1 I zO'on sin 2 B, 
c, = 'f,a,n cos'O, 

n = Nf', N is the number of Fe 57 nuclei per cm2 , and 
f' is the probability of the Mossbauer effect in the in
vestigated specimen. Figure 4 shows the plots of 
:EK( Ci) calculated from formula (2) for the angles 
() = 0 and 90°. It is clear from their form that the 
polarization must be taken into account in the calcula
tions of f' if the spectra have magnetic hfs. 

FIG. 4. Calculated plot of ~K(ci) for the 
hyperfine magnetic splitting of the levels 3/2 
and 1/2 of the Fe57 nucleus at 0 equal to 0 
and 90°. 
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Formula (2) allows us to calculate f' in the 
hematite crystal. Using the values f = 0.62, a = 0.4, 
r = 0.09 mm/ sec, and a crystal thickness 130 ll, we 
obtained the values of f' = f( T) for e equal to 0 and 
90° (a equal to 90° and 0" ). The result of the calcula
tions are shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that the 
calculations were made under the following assump
tion. For the angle a = 90° between the C axis in the 
crystal and the y-quantum beam, we do not know the 
exact direction of the magnetic field in the crystal. 
However, by using the intensity ratio of the hfs of the 
crystal spectrum (Fig. 2) for a= 90° (1.9 :0.9 :1), we 
can conclude that the angle between the magnetic field 
in the crystal and the y-quantum beam is approximately 
45°. The calculated ~K( Ci) curve passes in this case 
near and slightly above the plot for e = 0 ( ~k( q) as a 
function of the angle e at a constant crystal thickness 
has a maximum in the region of a = 35°), However, the 
accuracy with which the value of e itself is determined 
is such that it makes sense to use the ~k( Ci) curve for 
e = 0°. For the angle a = 0, any direction of the mag
netic field in the crystal is perpendicular to the y
quantum beam, so that we always have here e = 90°. 

We calculated f' for ilmenite by using a formula 
similar to that previously employed for the quadrupole 
splitting of the % level of Fe 57 , with allowance for 
polarization. However, in the case of ilmenite, which 
has a poorly resolved doublet spectrum, we took into 
account the interference of the overlapping components 
of the quadrupole spectrum. The resultant values of 
f' = f( T) for two angles e, equal to 0 and 90°, between 
the direction of the field and the y-quantum beam, are 
shown in Fig. 6. The valculations were made withal
lowance for the crystal thickness (100 ll ). For both the 
hematite and the ilmenite (Figs. 5 and 6) there is 
anisotropy of the vibrations of the Fe atoms. This 
anisotropy decreases with increasing temperature. 
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The probability f' of the Mossbauer effect along the 
C axis is larger than in the perpendicular direction. 
Unlike in hematite, however, the anisotropy of the Fe 
atom vibrations is smaller in ilmenite. The values of 
f' are also lower, probably as a result of the more 
friable structure obtained when the Fe atoms are re
placed by Ti. Thus, the rms amplitudes of the iron 
atoms in hematite and the ilmenite along the layers of 
the cations and of the oxygen atoms (perpendicular to 
the C axis) are larger than along the C axis, and this 
difference decreases with increasing temperature. A 
similar temperature dependence of the vibration
amplitude anisotropy was observed for sideriter4 l, al
though in that case there was a temperature inversion 
point above which the vibration anisotropy again 
started to increase. These data indicate that in crystals 
with uniaxial symmetry the anisotropy of the vibrations 
is a rare phenomenon, and a temperature rise smooths 
out the difference between the vibration amplitudes in 
different directions. 

The authors thank V. A. Povitskii for a discussion 
of the results connected with the magnetic properties 
of hematite. 
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